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The Army Reserve Energy and Water Implementation Strategies outline the vision, mission, goals and 
objectives necessary to accomplish our overall sustainability efforts. The implementation of a Building 
Energy Monitor (BEM) Program is a critical component to successfully achieve these strategies, and it is a 
key Department of Army requirement (as stated in AR 420 - 1).  

A successfully implemented program consists of appointed BEMs who support conservation opportunities 
at Army facilities by performing routine assessments of building performance and occupant behavior that 
impact energy and water consumption. They are the “boots on the ground” and the eyes and ears of each 
facility, interacting with building occupants and meeting regularly with the Installation, Regional Support 
Command or Mission Support Command Energy Manager. BEMs are a force multiplier of the Energy 
Team, creating an energy-aware culture by teaching energy and water efficiency awareness, influencing 
behavior and improving facility operations.  

This handbook provides users a consolidated discussion of roles, responsibilities and requirements for 
the BEM Program. While not all encompassing, the Handbook is a quick and easy reference to ensure all 
Army facilities are in compliance with Army energy and water regulations. Working diligently within their 
facilities, BEMs make certain that Soldiers and Civilians are doing their part to ensure a stronger, more 
energy-secure Army for the future.

Glenn A. Kiesewetter
COL, EN
Director, Army Reserve Installation Management Directorate
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Thank you for participating in one of the Department of the Army’s (DA) most important energy and water conservation efforts to 
improve facility operations and building occupant behavior. The Building Energy Monitor (BEM) Program is designed to help you find 
and take actions to save energy and water, thereby saving money and conserving resources. 

Several Army regulations and policies cite the importance of the BEM Program. 

• Army Regulation (AR) 420       - 1 “Army Facilities Management” calls for the “establishment of an energy awareness program including  
 such measures as delamping, turning off unneeded lights, use of automatic occupancy temperature set point controls, closing doors  
 and windows to prevent loss of energy required for heating and cooling, establishment of installation ‘energy waste/abuse hotlines,’  
 and appointment and training of Building Energy Monitors.” 1

• DA Memorandum “Installations, Energy and Environmental Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 Budget Guidance” states that “Installations will 
 organize an active BEM Program to push the level of accountability down to building occupants.” 2

The BEM Program is also imperative to operational efficiency, and it’s the right thing to do.

As a BEM, your job is to help identify and eliminate energy and water waste. This handbook is your tool, providing you with an  
overview of energy and water conservation opportunities and a checklist of specific items to monitor during routine building  
walk-throughs. While each building will have different conservation opportunities based on mission requirements and building use, 
the walk-through checklist focuses on measures that are relevant to most United States Army Reserve (USAR) sites.

Excellence in energy conservation is a top priority within the Federal government. Regulations such as Executive Order 13693,  
“Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade,” and the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) set goals for improved 
energy and water performance, such as reducing agency building energy intensity by 2.5 percent annually through the end of fiscal 
year 2025 (relative to baseline 2015) and reducing water use intensity by 2 percent annually through the end of fiscal year 2015 
(relative to the baseline of 2007). As a means of meeting these requirements, the DA and the Department of Defense (DOD) have 
developed energy and water programs aimed at improving energy and water conservation and efficiency in buildings.

Sustainable building design and retrofits are part of the answer. Sustainable operations, maintenance and use of buildings are equally 
important. More critical strategies for fostering energy and water conservation are education, awareness and involvement. Energy and 
water management needs the support of all members of the building community - from Reservists carrying out training missions, to 
Civilian building occupants, to leadership.

Superior effort and achievement are rewarded through several programs including the Secretary of the Army Energy Awards, the 
United States Department of Energy Federal Energy and Water Management Program (FEMP) Awards and the White House GreenGov 
Awards. These programs, and others, recognize both individuals and organizations making a difference through commitment and 
leadership in supporting Federal energy and water security goals. 

We hope that will be you!

1 “Army Facilities Management” AR 420 - 1 22 - 12 (a) (2) 

2 DA Memorandum “Installations, Energy and Environmental Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 Budget Guidance,” Annex A, 23 January 2013
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The Army envisions providing secure, efficient, reliable and sustainable energy and water services coupled with equitable, effective and 
proficient management of commodities and site infrastructure to fully support its missions. The Army Reserve Energy Security  
Implementation Strategy and the Army Reserve Water Security Implementation Strategy both define four major goals in support of 
this vision.

THE COST AND IMPACT OF INEFFICIENT ENERGY USE IS STARTLING

• Americans waste more than $300 billion each year in energy – more than the entire military budget and enough to increase 
 personal wealth by more than $1,000 per American, per year.

• USAR consumed 2,341,739 million British Thermal Units (BTUs) of energy (electric, thermal-natural gas, propane and fuel oil) in FY  
 2015 for a total cost of $48.3 million dollars.

• The USAR total utilities (energy and water) cost for FY 2015 amounted to $60.4 million, which is 32 percent of the overall budget   
 for base operations facilities.
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Many Army Reserve sites are working toward becoming Net Zero Energy, Water and Waste. A Net Zero Energy site reduces its load 
through energy conservation and energy efficiency, implements energy recovery and cogeneration opportunities and then offsets the  
remaining demand with the production of renewable energy from on-site sources. A Net Zero Water Installation limits the  
consumption of freshwater resources and returns water back to the same watershed so as not to deplete the groundwater and surface 
water resources of that region in quantity and quality over the course of a year. A Net Zero Waste Installation is an Installation that 
reduces, reuses and recovers waste streams, converting them to resource values with zero landfill waste over the course of a year. 3

To support conservation opportunities, Army facilities are required to have appointed and trained BEMs to perform regular  
assessments of building performance and occupant behaviors that impact energy and water consumption (per AR 420 - 1, Section  
22 - 12). The BEM Program is designed to create an energy aware culture where BEMs teach energy efficiency awareness, influence  
behavior and improve facility operations.  

To support this requirement, the Army Reserve Installation Management Directorate (ARIMD) Sustainability Team has developed a 
toolkit of materials for BEM Program development and training. 4

The toolkit includes:

• Memo Template for BEM Appointment;

• Memo Template for BEM Program Announcement;

• BEM Building Walk-Through Checklist (Appendix B);

• BEM Training Presentation;

• BEM Training Exam and Solutions;

• BEM Training Certificate; and

• BEM Handbook.

3 Best practices and performance summaries on the Army’s Net Zero Program can be found at http://www.asaie.army.mil/Public/ES/netzero/index.html.

4 BEM Program tools are available at https://eksapplications.ar.ds.army.mil/aep/Pages/default.aspx.

http://www.asaie.army.mil/Public/ES/netzero/index.html
https://eksapplications.ar.ds.army.mil/aep/Pages/default.aspx.
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Whether your building is new and includes the latest in energy and water efficient technologies, is old but recently retrofitted with new 
efficiency products or is in desperate need of an upgrade, you can have an impact. By acting as the eyes and ears of your facility, you 
can help your Energy Manager (EM) improve maintenance and operations and influence building occupant behavior to save water, 
energy and, ultimately, money.

As a BEM, one of your key responsibilities is to perform routine walk-throughs using the BEM Facility Walk-Through Checklist  
(Appendix B), which includes items to observe and note. The checklist is reported to your EM, who reports significant findings, issues 
and opportunities to leadership at quarterly Energy Steering Committee meetings (see Figure 1). This handbook and BEM training will 
prepare you for using the checklist, which should be tailored to most effectively address energy and water saving opportunities for 
your building(s).

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, you have the opportunity to influence energy and water awareness at all levels – from building occupants 
to leadership. A successful energy and water management program requires a team effort from many organizations, such as your 
organization and other post staff; commanders and subordinate leaders; Soldiers and Families of military units; other tenant activities 
(such as the Exchange or Commissary); and the local community. Key to this “all-hands” energy team is the Command-level Garrison 
Energy Steering Committee where “the Garrison Commander and Command/leadership of major tenants get briefed on the energy 
program/projects and secure feedback from garrison Energy Managers on a quarterly basis.” 5 

FIGURE 1 - BEM CHAIN OF COMMAND

ENERGY STEERING COMMITTEE
Chaired By Garrison Commander/Commanding General

Meets Quarterly

ENERGY MANAGER

Reports Findings to and Meets with  
Energy Steering Committee

BEMs

Report Findings to and  
Meet with EM

5 DA Memorandum “Installations, Energy and Environmental Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 Budget Guidance,” Annex A, 23 January 2013
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FIGURE 2 - BEM AND STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS

THE BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES

1.    Serve as the building’s point of contact for energy and water issues.

2.    Conduct building walk-throughs using BEM Facility Walk-Through Checklist (recommended weekly).

3.    Submit building walk-through results to EM (recommended weekly).

4.    Track ongoing maintenance requirements and other service needs and submit work orders (for needs such as filter replacements).

5.    Identify and submit work orders for low-cost energy and water conservation opportunities (such as replacing incandescent lamps  
    with compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) or installing faucet aerators).

6.    Communicate with your EM regularly (recommended at least monthly).

7.    Recommend energy saving changes to your building’s operating procedures (such as optimal heating and cooling scheduling).

8.    Recommend energy efficiency projects for the building (such as lighting retrofits).

9.    Recommend water saving changes to your building’s operating procedures (such as leak repair).

10.  Recommend water efficiency projects for the building (such as advanced irrigation controls).

11.  Report problems with the building’s heating and cooling systems (such as incorrect temperature set points and conditioning in  
    unoccupied spaces).

12.  Provide general energy and water awareness training to building occupants (recommended annually).

13.  Assist in other awareness efforts (such as posting messages throughout the building).

14.  Engage occupants on a daily basis. Convey energy and water reduction goals and specific actions occupants can take in their  
    buildings. Provide periodic feedback on performance. Recognize accomplishments, and solicit ideas.
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On occasion, we all unconsciously waste energy – most of which can easily be saved. Try looking at your work place as if you were  
paying the utility bills. What can you do to reduce these bills? Are there opportunities to eliminate unused or unneeded items or to 
repair or replace broken or inefficient items? The following pages of this handbook provide technical information on energy and water 
conservation opportunities. Please read and determine which actions make sense for your building and work with your EM, Area 
Facility Operations Specialist (AFOS), Regional Facility Operations Specialist (RFOS) and building occupants to practice them.

And, first and foremost, lead by example.
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Heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can be the largest energy consumers in buildings. HVAC systems provide 
heating, cooling, humidity control, filtration, fresh air make-up and building pressure and comfort control - all with infrequent 
interactions between the building occupants and the system.

Properly designed, installed and maintained HVAC systems are efficient, provide comfort to building occupants and inhibit the growth 
of molds and fungi. Well-designed and efficient HVAC systems are essential for your building and employee productivity. Many 
buildings, however, are out of control; that is, systems and controls are not functioning the way they were intended to perform. 
Periodic retrocommissioning assessments or more frequent retuning of controls can keep the building operating the way it was 
designed to operate and uncover and correct problems.

Building Automation Systems (BAS) can centrally monitor and control a building’s (or group of buildings’) HVAC, lighting, security and 
other systems to improve occupant comfort, optimize efficient operation of building systems and reduce energy consumption and 
operating costs.

Work with your EM and building operations and maintenance 
personnel to determine how you can assist in the efficient management 
of your building’s systems. This should include learning if your facility is 
managed by a BAS and if it has recently undergone a retrocommissioning 
assessment. Also, check regularly with your building’s occupants about 
their comfort, noting any problems including uncomfortable temperatures, 
drafts, the presence of molds and mildews, excessive or inadequate 
humidity levels and suspected indoor air quality problems. If building 
occupants are uncomfortable, discuss the situation with your EM rather 
than adjusting thermostats, opening windows and using other reactive 
measures.

Get to know the Department of Public Works (DPW) operations and 
maintenance staff for your building. Discuss how your job as a BEM will 
help them operate the building’s systems more efficiently, reduce 
maintenance requirements over time and thus make their jobs easier. Ask 
them where they think problem areas lie and how you can help monitor 
and improve them. Report energy deficiencies to the Energy Team. These 
will help the team define areas for project development.

KEEP THERMOSTATS SET TO ARMY REGULATION HEATING AND COOLING TEMPERATURES.

Army regulations for heating and cooling temperature settings should be in compliance with the guidelines in Unified Facilities Criteria 
(UFC) 3 - 410 - 01, which reflect the new and revised industry standards for heating and cooling of conditioned spaces (see Figures 3 
and 4 on the following page). These setback points must be adhered to for optimal HVAC operations and comfort. Thermostats should 
be set accordingly and tamper-proofed with cover locks. Use devices such as temperature indicator labels (wall sticker thermometers) 
to identify temperature control problems.

Thermostats should be set at 68° F for heating and 78° 
F for cooling in occupied facilities.
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FIGURE 3 - ARMY HEATING TEMPERATURE SETTINGS 6

HEATING TEMPERATURE SETTINGS PER AR UFC 3 - 410 - 01 AND SAIE FY13 BUDGET GUIDANCE MEMO

TYPE OF ROOM OCCUPIED TEMPERATURE UNOCCUPIED TEMPERATURE

Office Space 68° F 55° F

Corridors 68° F 55° +/- 5° F

Dead Storage 50° F 50° F

Cafeterias 68° F 55° +/- 5° F

Mechanical Rooms 60° +/- 5° F 45° +/- 5° F

Vehicle Maintenance Shops 60° +/- 5° F 45° +/- 5° F

Occupied Storage Areas 60° +/- 5° F 45° +/- 5° F

Auditoriums 68° F 55° +/- 5° F

Computer Rooms 68° F As Required

Toilet Rooms 68° F 55° +/- 5° F

Garages Do Not Heat Do Not Heat

COOLING TEMPERATURE SETTINGS PER UFC 3 - 410 - 01 AND SAIE FY13 BUDGET GUIDANCE MEMO

TYPE OF ROOM
OCCUPIED 

TEMPERATURE
UNOCCUPIED 
TEMPERATURE

MAXIMUM HUMIDITY

Office Space 78° F 85° F 55%

Cafeterias 78° F 85° F 55%

Auditoriums 78° F 85° F 50%

Computer Rooms 78° F 85° F As Required

Toilet Rooms 78° F 85° F Uncontrolled

Storage, Equipment Rooms and Garages Unconditioned Unconditioned Uncontrolled

FIGURE 4 - ARMY COOLING TEMPERATURE SETTINGS 6

6 Regulations per UFC 3 - 410 - 01 and DA Memorandum “Installations, Energy and Environmental Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 Budget Guidance,” Annex A, 23 January 2013 
provide the most current temperature set-back guidance until the revised AR 420 - 1 is issued.
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ENSURE THERMOSTAT TIMERS AND BUILDING CONTROL SCHEDULES ARE PROPERLY CALIBRATED WITH CURRENT TIME.

Submit a work order if you detect signs of malfunction.

CHECK FOR THERMOSTATIC VALVES TO CONTROL HOT WATER OR STEAM OUTPUT TO EACH RADIATOR.

If valves are not in place, submit a work order. Radiators operating at full output are common in older office buildings. Set valves for 
optimal uniform heating throughout winter. Radiator controls can cut steam or hot water use by one-third.

EXAMINE RADIATOR AND HEATER REGISTERS IN UNOCCUPIED AREAS (VESTIBULES, CORRIDORS, STAIRWELLS, LOBBIES).

Report those in operation to your EM to consider shutting them off.

CONCENTRATE AFTER-HOURS OCCUPIED AREAS TO MINIMIZE HEATING AND COOLING NEEDS.

If your building is set up on the BAS, report usage times to the EM to ensure that set-back temperatures are in place and correct.

KEEP DOORS TO UNHEATED ROOMS OR AREAS CLOSED.

Prevent infiltration to conditioned spaces.

ELIMINATE SPACE HEATERS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.

Work with your EM to educate users and discourage use of personal space heaters. If you have a Command policy regarding space 
heaters, communicate it by emailing it and posting it on facility bulletin boards. Bring violations to the EM’s attention. Space heaters 
can be dangerous and put a lot of load on the already-taxed building electrical system. Depending on size, they can use 200 to 1500 
watts – more than 15 computers. If people are reluctant to give their space heaters up, consider implementing a campaign to retire 
them. Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane’s “Help Save Energy” campaign was successful in exchanging electric heaters for coffee 
mugs.
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MAKE SURE AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING VENTS ARE NOT OBSTRUCTED BY ITEMS SUCH AS PLANTS, FURNITURE AND DRAPES.

ENSURE THAT WINDOW COVERINGS SUCH AS CURTAINS, SHADES AND BLINDS ARE ADJUSTED ACCORDINGLY: DRAWN IN THE 
SUMMER AND OPEN IN THE WINTER.

Sunlight shining through your building’s windows creates a lot of heat. This heat may be welcome in a cold climate or undesirable on a 
summer day.

CLOSE DOORS TO LOADING DOCKS AND MAINTENANCE BAYS WHEN NOT IN ACTIVE USE OR WHEN HEATING OR COOLING 
SYSTEM IS OPERATING.

Use main doors unless larger equipment needs to enter or exit a building.

REPORT ANY STEAM OR HOT WATER LEAKING FROM THE HEATING SYSTEM IMMEDIATELY.

A failed open steam trap loses large amounts of steam that can add up to significant costs. If the failed trap discharges into a  
condensate return line, you may not see the escaping steam. 

Here are some signs of steam trap failure:

• abnormally warm boiler room;

• condensate receiver venting steam;

• condensate pump water seal failing prematurely;

• overheating and underheating in the conditioned space;

• inlet steam line and condensate outlet lines to and from trap nearly the same temperature; 

• vacuum in return lines difficult to maintain;

• water hammer (when the steam is first supplied to steam distribution piping or steam-using equipment, a metallic and repetitive   
 “bang, bang, bang” or even a violet “boom” accompanied by vibration may be heard);

• steam in condensate return lines; and

• higher-than-normal energy bill.
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CHECK BUILDING EXTERIOR FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO REDUCE INFILTRATION.

Infiltration refers to outside air entering a building through cracks around doors, windows and the outside shell of a building.  
Infiltration allows unwanted heat loss or heat gain. Submit a work order to replace dried or peeling caulk or weather stripping.  
Infiltration not only causes discomfort to building occupants, but it is also a major contributor to energy losses and unnecessary  
heating and cooling costs.

KEEP WINDOWS AND DOORS CLOSED WHILE THE HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM IS RUNNING.

If windows and doors are opened due to heating or cooling excesses, record and forward the situation to your EM to research the 
mechanical issue cause and to develop a correction plan.

CHECK INSULATION THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING (ATTIC AND 
CEILING, WALLS, UNDER FLOORS).

Submit a work order if you see any insulation missing or in poor 
repair. Distribution pipes and valves in steam heating systems 
should be insulated. 

COVER OR REMOVE WINDOW AIR CONDITIONERS DURING THE 
HEATING SEASON.

Spaces between windows and air conditioners cause infiltration. 
When air conditioning units are not being used, submit a work 
order for building operations and maintenance to remove or cover 
them.

INSPECT FOR AIR LEAKAGE IN AND AROUND ELECTRICAL OUTLETS.

Work with your EM, who might have a small, inexpensive infrared measuring device that can detect temperature changes that would 
indicate air leaks. Once air leaks are detected, submit a work order for placement of rubber inserts to seal leaky outlets.

INSPECT OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE DAMPER.

Does it close tightly? If not, submit a work order to correct the problem.

INSPECT FOR EXHAUST AIR OUTLET DAMPER(S).

If there are none, submit a work order to install them.
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Building lighting practices have a variety of impacts on worker productivity, facility HVAC operations and, of course, your energy bill. 
Lighting efficiency opportunities are most often simple behavior changes (turning off the lights) or minor repairs or upgrades (testing 
luminosity and adjusting wattage accordingly). Most of these are low-cost or even no-cost measures that can be employed almost 
immediately. Older buildings will require more attention when working toward efficient lighting operations, but even in buildings with 
new, efficient systems, there is a lot you can do to cut waste.

TURN OFF LIGHTS WHEN NOT IN USE! 

Inform personnel to turn off lights when they are not needed. A common misconception is that fluorescent lamps use more energy 
when they are turned off and restarted than they use when they are left on. Lights should be turned off any time they will not be 
needed for five minutes or more.

USE DAY LIGHTING AND TASK LIGHTING INSTEAD OF OVERHEAD LIGHTING. 

Suggest to building occupants that they take advantage of natural lighting and/or energy efficient task lighting, where appropriate, 
rather than overall room illumination.

LOOK FOR AREAS OF EXCESSIVE LIGHTING. 

Such areas include overhead lights next to windows, in hallways and in lobbies. Submit a work order to measure light levels and 
delamp (remove) unnecessary fixtures.

IDENTIFY EXIT SIGNS WITH INCANDESCENT OR FLUORESCENT LIGHTS. 

Submit a work order for replacement with light emitting diode (LED) or electroluminescent light sources.
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IDENTIFY ALL INCANDESCENT LAMPS FOR REPLACEMENT WITH MORE EFFICIENT LIGHTING. 

Submit a work order to substitute incandescent lamps with compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) or LEDs. Work with your EM to 
determine the most efficient and effective lighting lamp type. While all incandescent bulbs should be replaced, prioritize replacement 
of fixtures with long burn hours (such as those in interior and exterior hallways and walkways) for a higher return on investment. 
Substitution of CFLs is best done by refixturing or resocketing rather than by using screw-in adapters. This will help to ensure that 
incandescent lamps are not later substituted when the CFLs fail.

PLACES TO AVOID USE OF CFLS

• Where there is a requirement for tight light beam control, CFLs cannot focus their output as well as incandescent bulbs and   
 should be avoided.

• Avoid CFLs in spaces with ceiling heights over 20 feet. For high bay spaces, too many CFL fixtures would be required to achieve   
 a satisfactory light level. For medium bay spaces with 12 to 20 foot ceilings, fixtures holding multiple high output CFLs may be   
 appropriate, especially if used with occupancy sensors.

• In areas where the temperature is likely to remain below 32° F for extended periods of time, make sure that CFLs used are rated   
 for low temperature use.

• Do not use CFLs in exit signs. Replace incandescent lamps with LED or electroluminescent retrofits, which are even more cost   
 effective alternatives.
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IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES TO AUTOMATE LIGHTING. 

Control interior and exterior lighting with time clocks, photocells and motion sensors. 
Make note of infrequently used areas such as restrooms and conference rooms that do 
not currently have occupancy sensors, and discuss with your EM the possibility of 
installing them. By automating controls, users need not manually switch lights on and 
off each night. To ensure occupant satisfaction, pay close attention to occupancy sensor 
selection and proper placement.

Where time clocks are used, check periodically to ensure that the time is set correctly 
and adjusted for changes in times of sunrise and sunset. Lighting sensors turn off electric 
lights when they detect adequate light. Where photocells are used, they should be very 
sensitive to low light levels and placed in open areas such as on roofs. The coverage area 
of sensors depends on the room arrangement, the room geometry, the presence of 
partitions, the location of sensors, the sensitivity of the sensors, the type of sensors and 
the type of motion in the room.

THE ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE 

ESTIMATES THAT OCCUPANCY 
CONTROLS SAVE ...

Private Offices 25%

Open Offices 18%

Conference Rooms 35%

Restrooms 40%

COMPARISONS BETWEEN TRADITIONAL INCANDESCENTS, HALOGEN INCANDESCENTS, CFLS AND LEDS

60 Watt 
Traditional 

Incandescent

43 Watt
Energy-Saving
Incandescent

15 Watt CFL 12 Watt LED

60 Watt 
Traditional

43 Watt Halogen
60 Watt 

Traditional
43 Watt Halogen

Energy Cost 
Saved (%)

-- ~25% ~75% ~65% ~75-80% ~72%

Annual Energy 
Cost

$4.80 $3.50 $1.20 $1.00

Bulb Life 1,000 hours
1,000 - 3,000 

hours
10,000 hours 25,000 hours

Manufacturer ratings are very rough guidelines. Communicate with facility coordinators about adjusting sensor sensitivity for specific 
applications. Report any lights that operate unnecessarily during daylight hours. For buildings with automated building control 
systems, ensure that all non-emergency lighting is set to be turned off during unoccupied hours.
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Every drop of water that flows down the drain carries a double cost: first, in the form of higher water bills and second, in the form of 
higher sewer bills. If wasted, water is also heated, and we pay a third time for the energy used to heat that water. Proper water 
management can lead to substantial financial savings. Remember: when water is conserved, energy consumption is reduced for 
treating, heating and transporting that water. Additional conservation benefits include a reduction of toxic air emissions from energy 
production and a reduction of chemicals discharged into the water from water treatment.

Executive Order 13693 requires the Army to reduce potable water consumption intensity (measured in gallons per gross square foot) 
by 36 percent by fiscal year 2025, through reductions of 2 percent annually and relative to a baseline of the agency’s water 
consumption in fiscal year 2007. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 also requires that water conservation technologies be applied to the 
extent that they are life cycle cost effective.

Hot water generation and consumption often account for up to ten percent of a building’s energy use – more if a building has a 
dining facility, cafeteria or laundry. Beyond reducing the use of hot water, various heat recovery and solar technologies can help 
reduce operating costs. Discuss any ideas and opportunities with your EM, and follow these conservation guidelines. Plumbing fixtures 
(toilets, urinals, faucets and shower heads) consume a significant amount of water at Army Reserve facilities. Ensuring that plumbing 
fixtures are operating optimally can help the Army Reserve save water and extend the life of the equipment.

CHECK WATER FLOW RATES OF PLUMBING FIXTURES. 

Check the flow rates of faucets and shower heads by using a water measuring flow 
bag, available from your EM. Determine if faucets and shower heads are “high 
efficiency.” High efficiency faucets in public restrooms (such as those in training 
centers and administrative buildings) have a flow rate no greater than 0.5 gallons 
per minute (GPM). Flow rates of high efficiency faucets in private restrooms (such as 
those in barracks and lodging) should not exceed 1.5 GPM. High efficiency 
shower heads have a flow rate of no more than 2 GPM. If faucets and shower heads 
are determined not to be high efficiency, replace them with high efficiency 
models. Toilets and urinals offer another opportunity for water savings. High 
efficiency toilets use no more than 1.28 gallons per flush (GPF). High efficiency 
urinals use no more than 0.5 GPF. Many toilets and urinals have the flush rate 
marked on the fixture. In high occupancy buildings, replace toilets and urinals if 
the fixtures are not high efficiency models. These are inexpensive retrofits that save 
both water and energy. 

REPORT ANY LEAKING FAUCETS, TOILETS, URINALS, SHOWERS OR WATER FOUNTAINS TO MAINTENANCE. 

Toilets account for almost half of a typical building’s water consumption. A leaking toilet can waste up to 200 gallons of water each 
day. Constantly running toilets can use 6,000 gallons each month. Repairing a leaky faucet dripping one drop per second can save 36 
gallons of water each day.

If you hear water trickling through a toilet long after it has been flushed, it is leaking. Also, long flush cycles (longer than five seconds) 
for commercial toilets and urinals indicate a leak in the valve or an incorrect valve fitting. Check tank toilets for excessive water use. 
Remove the tank lid, and check if the water is flowing over the top of the overflow tube and if the tank water level is set at or below 
the manufacturer’s specifications. Submit a work order if you identify these issues. Also, place a placard in the restroom that provides 
an easy reporting mechanism for occupants to report leaks and other operational issues.

Repair failing shower diverter valves. Check for missing or broken faucet aerators and shower flow restrictors. Also, feel inside the 
faucet to see if the aerator is missing. Aerators and shower flow restrictors can often be dismantled or removed, causing the fixtures 
to flow at much higher flow rates. A missing faucet aerator or shower head flow restrictor can be identified if the fixture’s flow rate is 
greater than 3.0 GPM. 
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CHECK WATER TEMPERATURES. 

Scalding water is a sign that your water temperature is too high. Discuss with your EM the possibility of lowering the temperature. 
Set your water heater to 120° F. Your building may be an exception to this guideline if it has old equipment such as a dishwasher that 
is not equipped with an internal heating element designed to raise the water temperature to the required 140° F (the temperature 
required for detergents to clean effectively). Turning down the hot water temperature to below 120° F may cause Legionella, which can 
potentially cause illnesses similar to pneumonia or the flu, to grow inside domestic hot water tanks.
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Office equipment is the fastest growing use of electricity in commercial buildings in the United States. It consumes more than 30 
billion kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity annually, valued at more than $2.1 billion. A recent study conducted for the United States 
Department of Energy concluded that ENERGY STAR® office equipment could save American businesses almost $1 billion each year in 
energy costs at a negligible cost to the consumer.

As of 2012, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimated that ENERGY STAR® office equipment has 
saved more than 500 terawatt hours (TWh) of energy in the United States, resulting in energy savings of more 
than $50 billion. Personal computers, monitors, printers, faxes and copiers in the EPA’s voluntary ENERGY STAR® 
Office Equipment Program contain power management features that power down the devices after a period of 
inactivity. In “sleep” mode, the devices consume only a fraction of the electricity they use in regular mode.

The USAR is employing numerous energy conservation practices in the area of Information Technology (IT) devices. The Army Reserve 
Command Policy for Energy and Power Efficiency and Conservation for Information Technology Devices (Appendix C) is in compliance 
with the Army guidance to reduce IT equipment energy consumption by 30 percent over the next three years. To do so, specific IT 
hardware settings are implemented on all user-level computers and peripheral devices with the exception of mission critical hardware.

DEPLOY “SMART” POWER STRIPS. 

Consider using “smart” power strips to reduce power consumption. These can be cost-effective at work stations with multiple 
(generally three or more) electronic devices that are unused for long periods of time such as task lights, computer speakers and 
printers. Many electronic products continue to draw power from the wall even when they are powered off – a phenomenon known as 
“phantom load.” Since it’s not always practical to unplug these items when employees leave their desks, smart power strips can 
effectively perform the task. Work with your EM to obtain smart power strips, which are available from most electronics retailers. Also, 
many electric utilities offer them at a discount or rebate a portion of the retail price.
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PURCHASE AND USE EQUIPMENT IN A WAY THAT SAVES ENERGY AND RESOURCES. 

Ensure that only ENERGY STAR® equipment that is correctly sized for the need is purchased or leased. Inform your EM or Resource 
Efficiency Manager of appliances and equipment that are not ENERGY STAR® rated.

The ENERGY STAR® feature in a typical medium- to high-speed 
copier can reduce that machine’s annual electricity costs by as much as 
60 percent.

Photocopiers use more energy than any other piece of office equipment. 
Encourage building occupants to establish electronic-only distribution 
practices for all communications. Copying in batches significantly 
reduces energy consumption because the photocopier spends far less 
time in high-power mode.

CONSOLIDATE PRINTERS.

Consolidate printers in common areas and work to eliminate single-user 
printers when possible.

Most organizations can achieve a ratio of one device (typically a networked multifunction device) per ten or more users. Collaborate 
with procurement personnel to replace individual printers, copiers, fax machines and scanners with multifunction devices when 
purchase or lease decisions are made. Benefits include lower costs for hardware, electricity, maintenance and consumables such as 
paper, ink and toner.

Printer consolidation saves money by reducing the number of devices in your organization’s printer fleet and by ensuring that the 
remaining devices are more cost-effective to own and operate. If your organization still has non-networked printers in most offices or 
cubicles - or still makes wide use of stand-alone copiers, fax machines and scanners - printer consolidation could save you a bundle! 
Representative savings run between 30 and 40 percent and can range as high as 60 percent.

UNPLUG UNUSED ELECTRONICS!

Some types of electronics such as phone chargers, microwaves and televisions draw power even when they are turned off or not in 
use. This energy waste is called “phantom load.” Together, these small items can use as much power as a refrigerator. Unplug these 
devices whenever they are not needed.
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ARMY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES REGULATION

AR 420 - 1, 22 - 12 (d) (3) states “ensure electrical equipment and appliances (monitors, fans, coffee pots) are turned off when not 
being used and during non-duty hours.”

Significant energy savings can be achieved through the efficient use 
of motors. Electric motors consume more than 50 percent of the total 
electricity used in the United States – three-fourths of industrial 
electricity, costing between $70 and $90 billion each year. Motors are 
present in all buildings, not just industrial buildings.

TURN OFF UNNEEDED MOTORS.

Review motor operation with your EM, and discuss opportunities for 
turning off motors that run needlessly. For example, there may be 
multiple HVAC circulation pumps operating when demand falls, 
cooling tower fans operating when target temperatures are met, 
ceiling fans left on in unoccupied spaces and exhaust fans operating 
after ventilation needs are met. Report such issues to your EM.

IDENTIFY LEAKS IN COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS.

The compressor should not be running when compressed air is not in active use. Report leaks and air to tools left on when not in use.
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ARMY REFRIGERATION REGULATIONS
AR 420 - 1, 22 - 12 (d) (4)

“Refrigerators are authorized in work and office areas for area use with sizing based on the number of personnel supported. Use 
one cubic foot per person as an average to determine the size and quantity of refrigerators that are appropriate.”

“Refrigerators in work areas and offices intended for only one person’s use are prohibited. Exceptions are allowed for general 
officers and commanders who have conference room meeting requirements that justify the single use.”

NOTE IF THE REFRIGERATOR IS ENERGY STAR®.

Refrigerators less than ten years old should be ENERGY STAR® compliant. If not, note it on your 
BEM checklist as a procurement opportunity.

INSPECT GASKETS AROUND REFRIGERATOR DOORS.

If they’re loose, note it on your checklist and submit a work order for repair.

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES FOR TURNING OFF DRINKING FOUNTAINS WHEN BUILDINGS ARE 
UNOCCUPIED.

Options to consider include having drinking fountains wired into light switch circuits and using 
inexpensive timers (<$10), both of which could shut off fountains during unoccupied periods of 
time. 

The North Carolina Energy Office has published a useful fact sheet on this energy saving strategy 
at usarsustainability.com/DrinkingFountainFactSheet.

https://usarsustainability.com/drinkingfountainfactsheet/
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There are many special buildings in the Army inventory that have unique needs and requirements such as laundries and kitchens. 
Specific conservation measures should be taken in these facilities to address their unique types of equipment.

DESIGN A BUILDING-UNIQUE CHECKLIST.

If your site has a specialty building such as a laundry or kitchen facility, work with your EM to design a building-unique checklist 
focusing on equipment that is regularly used and areas of high energy consumption. Use the following guidelines for your checklist.

LAUNDRIES

LOOK FOR HEAT RECOVERY DEVICES.

Note as an opportunity if none are installed. These devices have a high capital cost, but it is often recaptured with the savings in 
energy.

RECORD WATER TEMPERATURES SET ABOVE 70º F.

Water temperature set points should be 65º F and 70º F, and cold water detergents should be used. If not, make note of your findings, 
discuss a plan with your EM to educate laundry operators and submit a work order.

CHECK TO SEE IF WATER FILTERS ARE CLEANED ON A REGULAR SCHEDULE.

Note if working parts of the washer are dirty. Parts and filters should be clean for maximum efficiency.

KITCHENS

REDUCE OR ELIMINATE HUMIDIFICATION.

Refrigerator desiccants are an inexpensive way to reduce humidity, thereby reducing energy consumption and extending the shelf life 
of food. Work with your EM to examine opportunities for purchasing and installing desiccants.

SHUT DOWN FANS AND DAMPERS WHEN NOT IN USE.

Exhaust fans serving kitchens are often interlocked with exterior air fans or dampers. Employees should shut down the entire system 
when it is not needed.

NOTE IF LINT SCREENS AND EXHAUST BLOWERS ARE CLEAN.

Discuss cleaning practices with laundry operators and encourage cleaning 
twice each day.

NOTE AND DISCUSS WASHER CYCLE INEFFICIENCIES.

Washers should be run on the minimum time and intensity cycles necessary 
for cleaning clothes. To do this, clothes should be sorted according to type, 
and the appropriate wash cycle is to be used so that clothing is cleaned with 
the most efficient use of energy and water. Encourage using appropriate 
timer settings.
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EXAMINE OPPORTUNITIES TO USE BOOSTERS FOR DISHWASHING.

Dishwashers are major consumers of hot water. Often, the hot water delivery temperature for the entire facility is set for this 
equipment. Use a booster for dishwashing (if possible) and reduce the overall temperature.

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY STAR® APPLIANCE REPLACEMENT.

ENERGY STAR® kitchen equipment can save energy and water. Look for opportunities for ENERGY STAR® equipment replacement 
such as ENERGY STAR® ice machines, dishwashers and food steamers.

CHECK FOR WATER LEAKS.

Check for leaks or broken components in the water consuming equipment including pre-rinse spray valves, dishwashers, ice machines, 
faucets and garbage disposals.

ENSURE DISHWASHERS ARE OPERATED AT FULL LOAD.

Check to see if the dishwasher is operated at full load.

TURN OFF FOOD DISPOSALS.

Check to see if food disposals are running when not needed. Food disposals use a continuous flow on water when turned on.

SHUT DOWN HEAT LAMPS WHEN NOT IN USE.

When food is not being served, heat lamps should be turned off.
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To be successful, the BEM Program needs your hard work, dedication and commitment as well as support and participation across 
your Installation, Regional Support Command (RSC) or Mission Support Command (MSC) – from Reservists carrying out training 
missions, to Civilian building occupants, to leadership. Your work in educating and motivating building occupants is critical to 
successful energy conservation at your sites.

Suggested actions are outlined in the BEM Action Plan (Appendix A) and include:

• gathering input from occupants and others;

• educating and motivating occupants to take action;

• developing and communicating messages;

• training building occupants; and

• carrying out special activities (such as Earth Day in April and Energy Action Month in October).

TRAIN BUILDING OCCUPANTS ON TOP ENERGY AND WATER CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES.

A training presentation is posted at https://eksapplications.ar.ds.army.mil/aep/Pages/default.aspx.

DEVELOP A BEM ACTION PLAN.

After reviewing the following ideas, discuss with your EM and/or Facility Coordinator what would be appropriate for your building, and 
outline a brief action plan with priority opportunities for your building (see template in Appendix A).

https://eksapplications.ar.ds.army.mil/aep/Pages/default.aspx.




BEM ACTION PLAN TEMPLATE AND GUIDANCE

Every building has unique conservation challenges based on building systems, occupants and other factors. Use the guidance and 
form in this document to develop a one- to two-page action plan for your building(s). The action plan can be based on the measures 
described in this handbook, the initial results of your walk-through assessments and observations from reviewing trends in utility bills. 

It is recommended that the Action Plan be reviewed and updated at least annually.

DEVELOP A BEM ACTION PLAN

To be successful, the BEM Program needs your hard work, dedication and commitment, as well as support from all members of the 
building community - Soldiers, unit leaders, maintenance personnel and others. This section provides guidance on prioritizing the 
energy and water conservation actions described in the previous pages of this handbook and some strategies you can use to motivate 
building occupants to take action. Use the guidance below and the template on page 4 of this appendix to outline a brief action plan 
for your building, with the help of your Facility Coordinator and EM.

1. GATHER INPUT FROM OCCUPANTS AND OTHERS

Input from occupants, your utility, auditors and others will be important to help you focus on the actions that matter    
most in  your building. Here are some suggested ways to gather information, to be implemented as feasible.

• Conduct initial walk-throughs with the BEM Checklist (Appendix B). As you conduct periodic walk-throughs of your building(s) using  
 the BEM Facility Walk-Through Checklist, you’ll begin observing good conservation practices and opportunities for improvement.

• Participate in audits and follow up on recommendations. Your site will likely have a Comprehensive Energy and Water Evaluation led  
 by a professional audit team every four years (as required by EISA 2007). Work with your EM to ensure you are aware of scheduled  
 audits and can participate. This will produce a much more detailed list of recommendations, some of which will require special 
 project funding requests (such as Utilities Modernization (QUTM) and Energy Conservation Investment Program (ECIP) funds).   
 Other low-cost recommendations can be implemented by you and/or the Facility Coordinator through self-help projects, service   
 orders and behavior change initiatives.

• Review utility bills. Review the monthly utility bills for your building each month to look for unexpected increases in energy or water  
 use, which may indicate a maintenance need. If maintenance or behavioral changes have been made and you expect to see savings,  
 review utility bills to see if those savings have been realized. Compare current year performance to previous year performance, taking  
 differences in weather and changes in occupancy or use patterns into account.

• Survey or interview occupants. A short survey of occupants can help identify current energy and water use practices that occupants  
 are already taking and opportunities for improvement. This is also a good opportunity to gather suggestions from occupants for 
 saving energy and water in their building. Asking occupants what actions they take to save energy and water can also help educate  
 users on actions they could be taking.

• Set up a suggestion box to solicit energy and water saving ideas. Solicit suggestions from building occupants, motivating their input  
 by any award or recognition possible. AR 672-20 outlines the Army Incentive Awards Policy.

2. PRIORITIZE ACTIONS FOR YOUR BUILDINGS

Use the information gathered to prioritize energy and water savings actions for your building. As described in the previous section of 
this handbook, actions may include both ensuring that maintenance needs are fulfilled and changing occupant behaviors. Did energy 
audits suggest key preventive maintenance issues that are being neglected such as HVAC filter replacements? Did you observe 
recurring issues during your walk-through such as doors left open while the heat is running? Focus on a limited set of actions (perhaps 
five to ten) that you think will have the greatest impact on energy and water use in your building.
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3. MOTIVATE OCCUPANTS TO TAKE ACTION

A common mistake made in conservation campaigns is assuming that people will change behavior if we simply give them information 
on the importance of energy and water conservation and the actions they should take to conserve energy and water. When deciding 
how best to change the behavior of occupants, consider guidance from FEMP on effective ways to motivate people.

• Establish personal contact. Talk to occupants when you observe them saving energy or water and when you see opportunities for  
 improvement. Work with them to address problems. For example, if an occupant does not want to relinquish his or her personal   
 space heater, work with the Facility Coordinator to see if ventilation issues in the work space need to be addressed.

• Emphasize positive gain, not a loss of resource. Rather than emphasizing what someone has to give up, tell him or her what he or she  
 can gain from saving energy and water. For example, using daylighting instead of electric light can improve well-being and 
 convenience.

• Ask for a commitment to take action. Ask occupants to make a public commitment to taking certain actions, after talking with them.  
 Display their names in a common area next to actions they commit to take.

• Provide recognition and incentives. Awards, such as a coffee cup or pen inscribed with “Energy Champion” or a simple certificate of  
 recognition can help motivate occupants to change and maintain conservation behavior.

• Use competitions. Encourage units or groups within a building to a “night time electronics shutdown challenge,” a “lights off 
 challenge” or another form of competition.

• Provide feedback. Informing people about the energy saving impact of their actions is also an important motivator. This helps make  
 something they can’t see (such as energy) feel real. Share estimated energy savings associated with specific behaviors (such as 
 “putting computers in sleep mode can save 200-500 kWh or $120 per machine per year”).

4. CREATE AND INFORMED AND INVOLVED CULTURE

Create awareness of resource issues and Installation/RSC/MSC goals, objectives, programs and events. Large sites can establish a 
comprehensive network of BEMs to serve as the focal point for distribution of energy information, data gathering and feedback on 
program progress. The BEM network can ensure distribution of awareness materials to military and Civilian personnel throughout the 
enterprise.  

Draw upon ARIMD, your broader BEM network on your Installation and resources across Installations/RSCs/MSC to leverage existing 
messaging and awareness materials. Or, develop new messaging, awareness materials, articles and other outreach tools that will catch 
the attention of occupants, and distribute the information through various channels. 

Examples of messaging, materials and distribution channels include:

• an energy management bulletin board with rotating messages;

• a “Plan-of-the-Day” or “Plan-of-the-Week” message;

• monthly energy awareness e-mail messages;

• a “conservation tip” inserted in an existing newsletter; 

• Installation, ARIMD and local publications; and

• Installation and Reserve Center websites.
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Contact the Army Reserve Sustainability Programs (ARSP) Communications Team to leverage their expertise in developing messages 
and materials for your site. They can work with you on a variety of engagement methods such as:

• articles and press releases;

• print media and publications such as brochures, newsletters, fact sheets, posters, fliers and field guides;

• digital communications such as posts to the ARSP blog, website and social media (Facebook, Twitter, You Tube and the like);

• multimedia communications such as Power Point presentations and videos;

• comprehensive campaign toolkits;

• promotional items and more.

And, they can help you distribute your messages and provide coverage of your campaign at the DA level.

Leverage your Installation/RSC/MSC Public Affairs Office (PAO) to help you distribute information on energy and water conservation 
efforts to the wider community. Contact the ARSP Communications Team if you need points of contact.

Take advantage of tools on the FEMP and Army Energy Program websites to help you prepare awareness materials. 
Visit http://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-action-month or http://army-energy.hqda.pentagon.mil/training_awards/ for details.

5. TRAIN BUILDING OCCUPANTS

Provide training to building occupants at least annually using the ARIMD “Top Ten Energy Conservation Actions” presentation, 
available at https://eksapplications.ar.ds.army.mil/aep/Pages/default.aspx, or other general awareness presentations that discuss 
appropriate and effective actions for conserving energy and water.

6. CARRY OUT SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Take advantage of nationally-observed events to bring awareness to your efforts locally.

• Observe Energy Action Month in October. The FEMP website is a great resource for campaign materials to promote Energy Action  
 Month (http://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-action-month). The ARSP Communications Team can assist you with developing 
 materials to observe Energy Action Month. Your EM also receives promotional materials to support events. Work with your EM to 
 develop a materials distribution strategy that will maximize the impact.

• Observe Earth Day on or around April 22. Plan events for your site around and during community Earth Day events. Make sure these  
 events have a strong energy and water theme. Celebrate your achievements while creating awareness and commitment! Visit the  
 EPA website for helpful resources at https://www.epa.gov/earthday. Earth Day Network at www.earthday.org is another great 
 resource. Contact the ARSP Communications Team to assist you in your planning efforts as well.

The ARSP Communications Team can also help you promote energy and water conservation through other events, holidays and 
observances throughout the year. Contact them for information.

*The appearance of external links does not constitute Federal or Army Reserve endorsement.
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Priority conservation opportunities 
in my building

Strategies that will be used to
 improve behavior or system 

performance

How progress will be tracked 
(floor checks, annual survey)
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

BUILDING #                                        BEM                                                  PHONE #                                        WALK-THROUGH DATE       

CHECKLIST SUBMISSION DATE 
                                   

PURPOSE AND DIRECTION - This Checklist is to be used by BEMs during regular facility assessments of energy and water conservation opportunities. Initial use of this 
checklist should be a joint facility assessment conducted by the facility BEM and site Energy Manager (EM)/Area Facility Operations Specialist (AFOS), with the EM/AFOS 
educating the BEM on assessment methods and customizing the checklist (deleting irrelevant items and adding significant opportunities that are missing). The 
“weekly/monthly” items should be assessed by BEMs on a routine basis with the findings addressed and the checklist submitted to the EM or Energy Conservation 
Coordinator (ECC). Please consult the BEM Handbook for more detailed information about each checklist opportunity.

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING AND COOLING

WEEKLY/MONTHLY CHECK

1. Are unused areas and rooms closed 
off?

2. Is the thermostat set according to 
Army regulation temperature set points?

Note: Heating temperature setback for 
occupied areas is 68° F, and cooling 
temperature setback for occupied areas 
is 78° F per UFC 3 - 410 - 01.

3. Is heating and cooling in operation 
only during regular USAR administrative 
hours?

Note: For automated systems, set 
according to Army regulations per 
non-administrative hours. For 
non-automated systems, develop a 
strategy for manually adjusting the 
thermostat.

4. Are air conditioning or heating vents 
clear and unobstructed?

5. Are exterior doors closed?

6. Are windows closed?

7. Are radiators off in stairwells and 
vestibules?
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING AND COOLING

INITIAL AND QUARTERLY CHECK

1. If the thermostat has a timer, is it in 
good condition, properly set and 
calibrated?

Note: Schedule and reference need for 
check after power outage. Heating 
temperature setback for occupied areas 
is 68° F, and cooling temperature setback 
for occupied areas is 78° F.

2. Are window air conditioners covered or 
removed during the heating season?

3. Are plants and foliage distanced from 
air intakes and exhausts, condensing 
units/air handling units?

4. Are radiators and vents clean?

5. Are air handler filters clean and 
regularly serviced?

6. Is the air handling unit in good 
condition?

7. Are exhaust fans in operation and only 
when necessary (if automated)?
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

BUILDING

WEEKLY/MONTHLY CHECK

1. Are windows and doors in good shape 
(not broken)?

2. Are windows and doors closed at all 
times?

Note: Exceptions can be made during 
non-heating/non-cooling seasons, if 
open windows and doors do not violate 
security requirements.

INITIAL AND QUARTERLY CHECK

1. Is the fireplace damper operational?

2. Are exterior doors properly sealed?

3. Is caulking around windows, doors and 
exterior joints smooth (not cracked)?

4. Is there functioning weather stripping 
around windows and doors (tight 
building envelope)?

5. Does outside air intake damper close 
tight?

6. Do exhaust air outlet(s) have 
damper(s)?

7. Do windows have shades/curtains/
tinting?
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

LIGHTING

WEEKLY/MONTHLY CHECK

1. Are lights turned off in unoccupied 
areas and occupancy sensors used where 
possible?

Note: Stickers on/around light switches 
are excellent reminders.

2. Are lights turned off when daylight 
provides sufficient lighting?

3. Are the only incandescent bulbs in use 
approved by EM for special purposes?

4. Is task lighting optimized to avoid 
unnecessary overall room illumination?

5. Are exterior lights turned off during the 
day?

INITIAL AND QUARTERLY CHECK

1. Have unnecessary lights been removed 
(such as lights over stacks of supplies or 
equipment)?

2. Are walls and/or windows clean?

3. Do lighting levels meet guidelines for 
specific facility area (corridors, stairwells, 
work areas, etc.)?

4. Does light bulb wattage meet 
recommendations for lighting source?

5. Have fluorescent lights been properly 
delamped (such as disconnecting 
ballast)?

6. Does exterior illumination meet 
guidelines (no excessive outdoor 
lighting?
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

OTHER ELECTRICAL

WEEKLY/MONTHLY CHECK

1. Is mechanical equipment turned off 
when not is use (air compressors, 
welders)?

2. Are space heaters, coffee pots, 
refrigerators and other personal 
appliances eliminated?

3. Are transformers idle when not 
required for appliance use?

4. Are non-critical electrical equipment 
and major appliances (such as cell phone 
chargers, computers not in use and 
unnecessary lighting) turned off during 
peak demand hours?

INITIAL AND QUARTERLY CHECK

1. Is the elevator fan turned off?

2. Are vending machines delamped (bulbs 
removed)?
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

WATER AND PLUMBING

WEEKLY/MONTHLY CHECK

1. Are aerators in place on faucets?

2. Do faucets in public restrooms have 
a flow rate of 0.5 GPM? Do faucets in 
private restrooms have a flow rate of 1.5 
GPM or less?

3. Are flush cycles of commercial toilets 
and urinals longer than 5-6 seconds?

4. Is the water inside the tank toilet at a 
level that is not spilling over the fill valve?

5. Do tank toilets have leaking flapper 
valves? Use a dye tab test to determine.

6. Are showers in working order with no 
leaks?

7. Are shower head flow rates 2 GPM or 
less?

8. Are dish washers and clothes washers 
run with full loads only?

NOTE: This can be difficult to monitor, 
but operators should be interviewed and 
educated.
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

WATER AND PLUMBING

INITIAL AND QUARTERLY CHECK

1. Do showers have low-flow 
shower heads?

2. Do faucets have aeration devices 
installed?

3. Are pipes in good condition (intact 
insulation and no visible steam leaks)?

4. Is the hot water tank insulation in good 
condition?

NOTE: Look for rust, torn/ripping 
insulation.

5. Is the hot water heater ENERGY STAR® 
rated?

6. Is hot water delivered only to critical 
areas?

NOTE: Determine critical areas with your 
EM.

7. Is domestic hot water circulated only 
during occupied hours?

8. Is the hot water outlet temperature set 
at 120° F?

EXCEPTION: For facilities with old 
equipment such as dishwashers without 
internal heating elements, the water 
temperature should be set at 140° F for 
detergent to effectively clean.

NOTE: AR 420-1, 22-12.b (3) cites a 
maximum hot water temperature of 110° 
F for domestic uses. Due to potential 
health threats, ARIMD is recommending 
a change in regulation to increase water 
temperature set points to 120° F.
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

REFRIGERATION

INITIAL AND QUARTERLY CHECK

1. Are refrigeration units in drinking 
fountains used only during normal 
building hours and during summer 
months?

2. Are the gaskets around refrigerator 
doors tight?

3. Have refrigerators been recently 
defrosted?

NOTE: Frost should be less than one inch 
thick in the freezer.

4. Is building occupant refrigeration in 
compliance with Army standards of a 
maximum of one cubic foot of 
refrigeration per person?

NOTE: Do initial examination with your 
EM/AFOS/RFOS and document how 
many refrigerators are needed.

5. Are refrigerators less than ten years old 
and ENERGY STAR® compliant?

*Describe any negative findings in the Comments column.

** CORRECTIVE ACTION CODE

1 - BEM submits a work order
2 - BEM takes corrective action
3 - BEM contacts EM/ECC to take action
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BUILDING ENERGY MONITOR (BEM) FACILITY WALK-THROUGH CHECKLIST

Assessment Areas Y N* N/A Corrective Action** Location and Comment

ADDITIONAL MEASURES





WATER CONSERVATION MEASURES FOR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND VEHICLE WASH

The following items provide action items that can be taken by BEMs on irrigation systems and vehicle wash.

LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION

INSPECT FOR LEAKS.

Periodically walk the landscape grounds and check for standing water, 
which may indicate a leak. An irrigation leak is often found close to 
irrigation control boxes or sprinkler heads.

CHECK FOR OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS.

Ask the grounds maintenance manager to turn on the irrigation system 
and check for damaged heads. Evidence of damaged heads will be seen 
if water is unevenly emitted from the sprinkler heads, such as a large 
geyser coming from one head. Also, look for sprinkler heads that are 
irrigating hardscape such as sidewalks and parking lots instead of 
landscaping. 

Other common examples of damaged emitters include broken heads, clogged nozzles, nozzle seal leaks, sunken heads and tilted and 
misaligned heads. If any of these issues are identified, submit a work order.  

REPORT PROBLEMS.

Also, provide a clear mechanism for building occupants to report an irrigation leak, broken and misaligned sprinkler heads and 
watering during rain events.

VEHICLE WASH

Most Area Maintenance Support Activity and Organizational Maintenance Shop buildings have vehicle wash bays where vehicles are 
routinely washed after maintenance and drills. 

INSPECT FOR LEAKS.

Inspect the sprayer, connecting hoses and water supply for leaks and broken or missing components. Submit a work order to repair 
maintenance issues.

LOOK FOR OPEN HOSES.

It can be common for wash bays to have open hoses without spray nozzles, which can be large water wasters. Submit a work order to 
replace open hoses with hoses with spray nozzles.
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ACRONYMS USED

AFOS  Area Facility Operations Specialist

AR   Army Regulation

ARIMD  Army Reserve Installation Management Directorate

ARSP  Army Reserve Sustainability Programs

BAS  Building Automation System

BEM  Building Energy Monitor

BTU  British Thermal Unit

CFL  Compact Fluorescent Lamp

DA  Department of the Army

DOD  Department of Defense

DPW  Department of Public Works

EISA  Energy Independence and Security Act 

ECC  Energy Conservation Coordinator

ECIP  Energy Conservation Investment Program

EM  Energy Manager

EPA  Environmental Protection Agency

F  Fahrenheit

FEMP  Federal Energy Management Program

FY  Fiscal Year

GPF  Gallons Per Flush

GPM  Gallons Per Minute

HVAC  Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning

IT  Information Technology

kWh  Kilowatt Hour

LED  Light Emitting Diode

MSC  Mission Support Command

PAO  Public Affairs Office

QUTM  Utilities Modernization Funding

RFOS  Regional Facility Operations Specialist

RSC  Regional Support Command

TWh  Terawatt Hour

UFC  Unified Facilities Criteria

USAR  United States Army Reserve
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